Differentiation of simple spike waveforms in the hamster dorsal cochlear nucleus.
The dorsal cochlear nucleus (DCN) consists of many cell types with different morphologies and properties. DCN cells belonging to different morphological classes are distinguished by differences in their physiological characteristics such as their spectral and temporal response patterns, their levels of spontaneous activity, and certain biophysical properties. Recent studies suggest that they may also exhibit different action potentials, such as simple and complex spikes. In the present study, we systematically examined the spike waveforms of spontaneously active DCN neurons using extracellular recording methods. Neurons were found to exhibit simple spikes consisting of trains of individual action potentials. Spikes fell into two discrete groups of opposite polarity, those with M-shaped and those with W-shaped waveforms. The shapes of these waveforms recorded from a given unit remained constant, despite large changes in amplitude that occurred as the electrode was moved along its axis of penetration. A quantitative analysis of the fine details of the waveforms demonstrated that, although the durations of W- and M-shaped spikes exhibited considerable variation, the variants within each category fell along a continuous gradient rather than into discrete subgroups. Both M- and W-shaped waveforms were found predominantly in the fusiform cell and deep layers, with smaller numbers found in the dorsal acoustic stria. Consideration of their depths of occurrence, their response properties, and levels of spontaneous activity of the recorded neurons suggests that W-shaped waveforms probably are associated with fusiform cells, whereas M-shaped spikes likely originate from more than one cell type.